Department of Mathematics

Announcements/Reminders for the academic year 2019-20

1. To: ALL MATH students admitted in 2016-17 or before

   Subject: Capstone courses (MATH4400, MATH4900)

   If you wish to graduate by summer 2020, you have to take a capstone course to fulfill graduation requirement.

   You are reminded that the quota of every section is a hard quota. No student in the waiting list of any section may be added to the respective section unless some student already registered to that section drops from the course. If you find yourself in the waiting list of a section, you had better register for another section immediately.

   The department will impose departmental add-drop consent to all sections of MATH4900A-F,H after the course selection day.

   For further detail, refer to the homepage of the Department of Mathematics.

2. To: ALL MIEG/BMED students admitted in 2017-18 or before

   Subject: MATH2050

   If you intend to take MATH2050 in 2019-20, you are strongly advised to do so in the first semester. It is unlikely that you will find any place in the section offered in the second semester 2019-20, unless you have failed the course in the first semester 2019-20.

3. To: ALL MATH/BMED/MIEG students

   Subject: MATH2050

   The department will impose add-consent to both MATH2050A and MATH2050B after the course selection day. If you fall into the waiting list of a section, it will be entirely the department’s decision into which section you may be added (if at all), without regard of your own preference.

4. To: ALL MATH and potential-MATH students

   Subject: MATH2040

   If you intend to take MATH2040 in 2019-20, you are strongly advised to do so in the first semester. It is unlikely that you will find any place in the section offered in the second semester 2019-20, unless you have failed the course in the first semester.
5. To: ALL MATH/BMED students  

Subject: MATH2221  

Due to physical constraints of equipment, no student in the waiting list of any section of MATH2221 will be added to the respective section unless some other student originally registered in that section drops the course.

6. To: ALL MATH and potential-MATH students  

Subject: MATH3270  

If you intend to take MATH3270 in 2019-20, you are advised to do so in the first semester 2019-20. There is no plan to allocate any quota to MATH and potential-MATH students in the summer semester section of the course.